
Slash labor costs with Silver Console
Ditch the spreadsheet! Integrated with NCR Silver and Silver Pro, Silver Console makes managing your employees a breeze, 
thanks to auto-scheduling, integrated texting, shift swapping and sales reports. 

Save time with stress free staff scheduling and 
integrated payroll

Silver Console helps you eliminate the headaches involved 
in staff scheduling, giving you the ability to create employee 
schedules and distribute them to your staff via email, text 
messaging or publishing to your employee Silver Console site. 

Realize cost savings by improving your scheduling

Silver Console helps you easily budget for projected labor 
costs when scheduling your staff and overlays sales metrics 
with labor costs to give you visibility into how much you are 
spending on labor to drive sales. 

Empower your staff and hold them accountable for 
managing availability and shift swaps

The Silver Console employee site enables your staff to view 
their time card, upcoming schedule and schedule changes. 
Staff can easily submit availability requests and manage shift 
swaps with other staff members. Managers are notified of all 
staff requests and receive an alert to approve all 
schedule changes.  
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Managing Employee Data
Silver Console helps you effectively manage your employees 
by giving you the tools to assign pay rates, assign employees 
across multiple locations and assign multiple departments, 
positions and tasks for employees.

Creating, Publishing and Managing Schedules
Silver Console can significantly reduce the time you spend 
on scheduling.  Features include up-to-date employee 
availability, auto-scheduling, manager approved shift swaps, 
automatic routing of employee time-off and availability 
requests, and estimated labor percentage.

Payroll Integration
Silver Console has payroll integration with ADP, IDI, Paychex 
and Paycor that helps you reduce your errors and time spent 
managing payroll.  

Advanced Analytics
Analyzing employee productivity by viewing sales numbers 
versus hours worked by employee can help you identify 
areas for training opportunity.  Time card discrepancies are 
also easier to manage by comparing scheduled hours versus 
actual hours based on time card activity.
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Key features

Amplify the power of NCR Silver with Silver Console Employee Management for only $19/month.  
For more information, contact us at 1-877-630-9711 or visit www.ncrsilver.com


